
Day  26 DOOR motif 
De’VIA 28 Day Challenge 2015 
 
Day 26, DOOR motif, affirmative 
Door symbolizes Deafhood journey, enter into your world, a welcome feel, seeking, 
something about the door. Affirmative. 
 

 
 
 

Title: Reaching the Ladder to the Moon/Sun  

Brenda Boaz-Pond 

Ladder, butterfly, door, tree affirmative  

Media: Acrylic Paint 
Nothing will stop you from reaching up higher! 

 

 
 



 
The Annex 
By P. Durr 
Watercolor 
9 x 12 
 
Description - person opens a secret door into a dark and cobwebbed room while 
holding a lantern. One wall has a figure standing above a sitting man and child 
(supposed to be Clerc making sure T Gallaudet signs A to Alice and Vedirz signing 
Defend is projected onto the wall (see Dr Paddy Ladd s in Understanding Deaf 
Culture: In Search of Deafhood for the annex reference 
 



 
"Door to Gallaudet" 
Bethaney Hall 
8.5 by 11 drawing paper, pencil 
 
Going to Gallaudet open a lot of doors for me- deaf culture, finding my Deaf identity, 
ASL, independence, confidence, wisdom, friendships, sisters and memories that will 
always stay w/ me. 



 
"Looked up at Deaf women" 
Takiyah Harris 
 
Mixed Media 
The description: When I was the student at NTID/RIT and took a course called Deaf 
Women Studies with Deaf associate professor. She passed the book to all of the 
students to look through Deaf women with various backgrounds. I was disappointed 
at the first because there was no DIVERSITY of Deaf women in the book. Somehow. 
deaf associate professor caught my comment because I talked to myself in quiet. She 
didn't approach to me after the class. In the weeks later, Deaf associate professor 
called various Deaf women to show up for the panel discussion in the class. I came in 
the class and I was confused at the moment because there were Diversity Deaf 



Professional Women. I enjoyed to hear their stories with the experiences especially 
Dr. Shirley Allen because she was my English tutor. She explained to all of the 
students about Black culture, the struggles and others. After the class, Deaf 
Associate professor asked me to come to see her and discussed about the panel. She 
thanked me for waking up and she made the decision to add the contexts about the 
diversity women. 
 
The description about the artwork: I am a little person and tried to climbing up on 
the ladder. I opened the door to see ice cream with rich experiences. Three Deaf 
Women already broke the ceiling after they overcame the barrier. 

 
"Don't label the negative words on me" 
Takiyah Harris 
 
I grew up with the horrible labels in the hearing society during 1980's. I didn't 
understand about my identity until high school. People called me "Hearing 
Impaired" or "Speech Impaired"and other. Those works made me feel awful or 
stupid. I had a low self esteem for a longtime until high school. Finally, someone 
reminded me that I am DEAF. I had to stand by myself that I am DEAF and got my 
power back. 
 



 
Title: Open the Loophole of AGBELL Door 
Shawn Elfrink  
 
I'm sorry that I did not finish the 25th day Art Challenge yesterday theme becuz of 
my Deaf son's late last night vlog expressing to his Deaf auntie who is still SJI 
supporter. This is what I had been paying phone bills of where she used to work for 
phone for many years until Cable gave us unlimited phone bills: 
 
https://www.facebook.com/video.php?v=10202659556049349 

https://www.facebook.com/video.php?v=10202659556049349


 

Hinda Kasher 

Doors and Stairway 

Fine and broad sharpie, neon highlighters, puffy paint, glitter, metallic sharpie 

2015 

[Image: one long colorful stairway in one point perspective and partly bird view, in the center, cross 

hatching background, each step has words, a label, of my placements in schools while growing up, four and 

a half doors are opened, most are backward and you can see hinges, as the stair pathway goes, no matter 

how hard the journey has been for me, what matter the most is I kept going and never give up.] 

My journey in the educational system was one helluva ride. I had so many placements, different 

environments, new peers, went to the courts. I almost had the opportunity to advance in the court, someone 

evil replaced for one legislature and that person sat on a dirty money seat, he closed our case, that was it. 

This was in Washington DC at the White House. I was just 13, and we have given up fighting for ASL 

instructors in the general ed. setting. As a teenager, I was sick of the mainstream program, so I begged my 

parents to let me go to MSSD, after all, these years. My mom allowed my brother and I transfer, because 

we wanted to have a real social life inside and outside of school with ASL peers. My parents were afraid to 

send me to MSSD because of orthodox Jewish family background, Shabbat observers, we do not travel or 

work on the weekends, eat kosher food, etc. I was embarrassed about it and told my parents to not worry 

and that I would be okay with nonkosher food. We argued for months and finally I was enrolled into 
MSSD. It was one of the highlights yet shortest phase of my life. I dyed hair green, shaved my head, drugs, 

sneak off the campus, my academic performance was a failure. In the middle of the school year, I was 

expelled from school. My brother stayed and finished the rest of the year while my mom picked me up and 



went back to NYC. That's when my mom told me dad was not doing well. I was 14. Furthermore, the next 

chapter of my life is one another long story! 

 

 

"HeartBroken n Breaththrough"? 

"Gateway to ASL Community"? 

Ellen Mansfield  

 

Oh I forget the keys for keyholes! no needed? gate will be ALWAYS opened, hee! 

This tile painting is about: 

 

Deaf kids in mainstream schools cross United States have Educational Interpreters in the k-12 classrooms. 

Isn’t that wonderful? No, educational interpreting system fails. The Deaf kids have “everything is fine” 
syndrome and “dinner table syndrome,”  

In the black ground, the tooth images represent oralism kids and hearing kids. The ASL letter box 

represents “alone in the mainstream “and “heartbroken and gagged” ASL interpreter. 

No normal talks between the kids with interpreter present. No Deaf culture, social, going on. 

There is some yellow light in the underground on ASL hands.. Because the door opens that deaf kids and 

adults will be entered to the Deaf Community no matter when and where. They will be enriched happiness 

with ASL community.  



Deaf role model as CDI would be placed in mainstreamed classrooms as least the deaf children will be 

having role of self-confident with Deaf Identity and Deaf pride. 

 

 

Ken McBroom 
“The Exit” 
Collage 



 

"My Door of Happiness as an Artist" 

(M.C. Escher style) 

Artist: Tracey Milo 

2015 

Technical pen on paper 

5x7 

 



 

Beautiful Journey Ahead  

Laurie Monahan 

Digital art 

Doors 

Every time a door open 

It's so beautiful 
~Nivek 

 

 

 

 



 

Stevie Gemmill Naeyaert 

 



 

Roberta Rose 

Deafhood journey 

unlocked 

In light 
signing 

'Deaf Proud' 

(I messed up 

with colors frown emoticon 



too tired 

to start over. 

 

 
 
The Lost Mural 
Nancy Rourke 
Door motif, affirmative 
18 inch by 24 inch 
oil on canvas 
 
This painting is about the missing 1989 De'VIA Mural. The Truth Seekers came at 
the door with a lantern, and found the lost mural. There are several other Truth 
Seekers paintings and they are nude. Nude means pure, natural and honest. 
 



 
 
'Greatest Impact' 
Diane Squires 
digital art 
 



 
 
Heidi ren Storme 
 
'Visual, colorful classroom' 
Colours and movement always a draw for me. In life, in art, welcomes are visual. 
Shown are French type doors with the hands/sign visible, it opens up into a 
classroom of bright colors gently outlining children and activity. 



 
 
"Flight to True Identity" 

Cindy Wright 

 

This was my first and only attempt at De'Via art done at a class sponsored by Nancy Rourke. I dedicated 

this painting to my deaf sister, Sandy, who is 6 years younger than I. We both were isolated from the deaf 

community but she had an opportunity to venture into the Deaf World at a much earlier age than I did. In 
this picture, I view myself as a "pet" named "Never Mind". This is often what I was told when "sorry, train 

gone" happened. In spite of my frustration, I still was curious (hence the cat portrait) to learn as much as I 

could about the hearing world, yet often felt confined to my "home". My sister (portrayed as the bird in 

flight) "flew the coop" and journeyed into the Deaf World. (Door Motif) She then embraced me with 

everything she had learned and taught me the foundation of identifying who I really am.... A human being 

with rights to equal access communication, that just happens to be deaf like many others who were denied 

(whether by force or ignorance) of their natural birthright. My life has been a journey of its own, both as a 

deaf person striving to make it in a hearing world and as a deaf person striving to be accepted in the Deaf 



world. After many years of finding myself I'm in a very happy place today, and have passed through many 

doors, out of Ohio and into Colorado where I now live, work, laugh and play.  

When one door closes, another opens. Never be afraid to pass through new doors.  

“Life is either a daring adventure or nothing at all.” ~ Helen Keller 

 
 


